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Advanpro serves air conditioning unit cleaning packages for all types of
customers in Calgary & area. Trust the furnace and AC experts for your air
conditioning cleaning service, call Advanpro today

(Newswire.net -- July 31, 2014) Calgary, Alberta -- Avanpro Furnace & Duct
Cleaning is, as its name states, a company that specializes in cleaning heating
and cooling systems, including the ductwork and adjacent appliances. True
cleaning specialists, the people at Avanpro Furnace Alberta understand how

important cleaning your furnace and ducts is and they wish to provide a cleaning service that is efficient and affordable.
That is how the idea of the three different packages appeared: as a way to make professional furnace and duct
cleaning services accessible to all people, no matter their budget.

 

Before talking about these special service packages, there are a few things everyone should know about what furnace
and duct cleaning means, and why it is necessary in every home. Clean air is extremely important in a home,
especially if there are small children. In time, any furnace and ducting system accumulate dust, dirt, bacteria, pollen
and other particles. If these systems aren’t cleaned for a long time, they can even develop mold and become health
hazards.

Besides the health concerns, one should know that ducts in pristine condition provides a higher efficiency rate for your
air conditioning or heating unit, and less money paid on the power bill. Since the ductwork is the one that carries hot
or cold air from one place to the other, after cleaning it you will notice a big difference in the quality of the air. Also, you
will be very pleased to see that your furnace will have less malfunctions and the air will feel cleaner and less dusty.

About the packages

 

Avanpro Furnace & Duct Cleaning has created three service packages to suit all pockets: the silver package, the gold
package and the platinum package. Every package includes the furnace and vents cleaning, chimney cleaning,
sanitizing, cleaning dryer vents, as well as other additional services. However, they use different methods: the silver
package uses the blowgun method, the gold package uses the skipper method and the platinum one uses a hi-tec
brushing method. All these packages start at a price below $160, meaning that you will definitely find one that suits
your needs and your budget.

For more information, feedback from previous customers and before and after pictures, you can go on their site and
find everything you need.
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